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MISSION
STATEMENT

Through competitive STEM programs in

the Greater Boston area, we aim to

encourage students to expand their

creativity and teamwork skills by allowing

them to work in design challenges

alongside real engineers, in order to

prepare them for their college career.

TEAM
HISTORY

The Nutrons started through a partnership

between Northeastern University, Textron

Systems and Boston Latin School in 1997.

In 2001, we won the World Championship

in Florida. The start of our team was very

successful but in In 2005, our team was at

risk of vanishing with only 1 mentor and 5

students left. Due to this, we began to do

outreach in other high schools by

expanding in the greater Boston area. We

were able to recover from our fall and as

of now, we have 79 students and more

than 20 mentors. Our lab used to be

located at the Richards Hall basement in

Northeastern University but we recently

moved to Revere High School. One of our

improvements this year is the fact that we

now are a 4-H non-profit organization

(More of this on the organizational

structure).

Senior Mentor Josh Miranda (right) with Nutrons 

Founder Joe Canavan (left) at the 2017 South 

Florida Regional.
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ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE

RISK ANALYSIS

Being a 4-H organization, our

students are now insured for more

liability and makes the mentor

screening process easier. For our

team structure chart, refer to the

appendices.

Our main risk is the complete dependability of our large sponsors. Without any of our sponsors, we would be

put in a very tight budget for Build Season. Student and mentor shortage is another one of our risks. Every

year there are opportunities offered to the team. When we get opportunities, we first evaluate how it would

impact the team and then make a decision for the benefit of our team. An example of this would be the new

lab space at Revere High School which benefited all the people that live near the school. This is because we

saw this as an opportunity to strengthen our team through our own machine shop as well as our own lab

space. Another advantage to this is that now, many students from Revere that were not able to get to NEU

are now able to join the team. The drawback to this is that it would impact transportation for those who live far

from Revere.
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Every year our team spends around $79,000. We balance out

our expenses with the grants, hosted events, sponsorship, and

team fees. Our expenses are very consistent from year to year, 

MARKETING

FINANCIALS
we expect to have expenses from the registration fees, the competition trips, the robot, the team apparel, and the

off-season events. Our only monetary sponsor is currently SONOS yet we still have other sponsors that give us

tools and facilities crucial to the making of our team, such as Revere Public Schools and Markforged. We have a

very strong relationship with our sponsors, sending them holiday cards, shouting them out in our social media,

informing them of our success in competition season as well as placing their names on our apparel and robot.

team is by bringing our robot to different community events such as HubWeek every year. This is 

an event that occurs in our area and its purpose is for organizations to promote themselves and their

products. We also bring our robot to an annual event called Boston Mini Maker Faire in the Boston

Children Museum to attract children into the STEM field. We also help run competitions for the Latino

STEM Alliance, making the experience more enjoyable for the students. We started a program called

¨Hear For You¨ which we use to bring mental health awareness to the FIRST community by having

quiet rooms at competitions in order to reduce the stress of the students. We are a proud founding

member of The Compass Alliance which is a collaborative platform that 

helps teams become better in technical and non-technical ways in order to 

make teams competitive in FRC. Another way that we get into the community is

 through University Day, which runs at Northeastern University and is hosted by us.

 In it, we run several seminars on different topics such as game strategy, mechanisms, 

software, and outreach. We have been hosting this event since 2007 and 181 teams have 

benefited with this either in person or through the recording in our website. In addition to this, 

we also run Quick Build. In it, we help other teams learn more about main robot systems as

well as our societal outreach, improving their chances of winning the Chairman’s Award. 

Quick Build was hosted at Revere High School this year. We have been running this

event since 2010. On average, 16 teams come to this event yearly.  We also host 

several seminars on the technical aspects of the team after kick-off in Northeastern.

Apart from this, we also donate blankets that our students make to the 

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in an effort to help 

sheltered puppies as well as other animals.

In order for our team to be noticed in the FIRST

community, we try to have a robot with a noticeable

performance yearly. One of the ways we promote our
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BUDGET
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PARTNERSHIPS
4-H Robotics

Revere Public Schools

Brookline High School

Boston Latin School

The Compass Alliance 

FIRST HQ

SPONSORHIPS

GOLD
SONOS

United Technologies Corporation

NASA

       All Silver and Bronze Benefits

       Announced at Competitions

SILVER
Markforged

West Coast Products

       All Bronze Benfits

       Logo on Robot

       Logo on Pit Banner

BRONZE
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

PTC

BAE Systems 

       Logo on Shirt

       Shoutout on Social Media

       Holiday Card

FOUNDING SPONSORS Northeastern University

       All Gold Benefits

(Non-Monetary Relationships)
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